
Satsuma Class home learning: 

 Reading 

Continue with your reading at home. You can use your books to help you with lots of fun, creative 

ideas like:  

 draw the main character and put adjectives which describe them around the outside 

 make a story map of the main parts of the story 

 turn the story into a comic strip 

 retell the story from a different character’s point of view 

 make a newspaper front page about the problem in the story 

 make a wanted poster if there is a villain in your story 

 if it is a poem then learn it off by heart to repeat to your family 

 write an information page or a fact file if you have an information book 

Practice your spellings at home. We will also give you the next level spelling book so you can challenge 

yourself and learn even more! 

 Maths 

Year 2 have been… 

- finding half of a shape, finding half of a number, finding a quarter of a shape, finding a 

quarter of a number and looking at unit fractions (where the numerator is one) – we made our 

own flags with equal parts. 

We will then be understanding other fractions, finding ½ and 2/4, understanding a whole, a whole and 

parts and counting in halves and quarters. We are using the words numerator (number of equal parts 

we have), fraction bar and denominator (how many equal parts the whole is divided into).  

Year 3 have been… 

- learning about unit and non-unit fractions, making the whole, tenths and counting in tenths, 

fractions as numbers and counting in halves, quarters, thirds and fifths. 

We will then be looking at fractions as a set of objects and problem solving with fractions. 

Other areas of maths you can support your children with at home are to do with measuring length 

and height, telling the time and understanding money. 

 I wonder… curriculum 

We are looking at a book called ‘One Plastic Bag: Isatou Ceesay and the Recycling Women of the 

Gambia’ by Miranda Paul and also looking at plastic and how it is harming our environment. You can 

choose from the following activities… 

- Find out information on The Gambia, a long thin country in West Africa around a river. 

Complete a fact file or make a presentation about what you found out.. 



- You can create a poster to show the journey of a plastic bottle from the river to the sea. You 

can include all the different parts of the river that you have learned about and how plastic can 

end up in the sea from being dropped at the source of the river… 

- You can do an experiment to see which materials are biodegradable. You can bury an apple 

core, a piece of cardboard and a piece of plastic in the garden and then label which one is 

which and where they are. Leave them for 2 weeks and then see if there have been any 

changes to each and record what you have learned and what changes you have observed. 

Step Back in Time Project 

The whole school will be taking part in this project. Research a person from history and be ready to 

introduce them to your class when we return….. 

Can you create a costume from items you have at home? What about any props? How much can you 

find out about them? Could your draw them? Can you create a fact file all about them?  

General Ideas to Support Learning:  

English Activities 

e.g. write a letter to a relative, design a postcard from a character from your reading 

book, record your reading for today, read your reading book, write a story for someone 

at school, practise your spellings. 

Mathematics activities  

e.g. TTrockstars (test your friends and family),  BBC Espresso (username: 

student29531 password:bubbles), do some baking (measuring), make a weather chart, 

play card games and board games, practise telling the time (o’clock and half past). 

Outside activities  

e.g. be a wildlife detective (science and art), dog walking, gardening, junk modelling, 

playing, bike riding, throwing and catching 

 

Mindfulness activities 

e.g. playing board games with your family, be creative, learn how to play an instrument, 

write to / facetime a friend, read, do breathing activities, drawing. 

 

Please share what you have been doing with your class teacher via email 

acornes@ickleshamcp.e-sussex.sch.uk or via the office office@ickleshamcp.e-

sussex.sch.uk. All other general messages will be on the school website. 
 

 

Complete any of the above activities in your home learning book, it has been proven that a structured 

day will help with the isolation so maybe try to complete one activity from each section per day 
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